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Abstract
Big-bang cosmology predicts an abundance of ﬁrst generation, Population III stars should have formed after the initial nucleogenesis singularity. In theory these stars were composed mainly of H and He,
with only a trace of heavier elements. Decades of astronomical searches
have failed to locate any that can be deﬁnitely identiﬁed with these
characteristics, thus refuting big bang’s prediction for the origin of the
universe’s two dominant chemical elements. Disproof of big bang’s
nucleosynthesis scenario for the origin of all chemical elements comes
from the heretofore rarely acknowledged discovery of primordial short
half-life extinct natural radioactivity in Earth’s primordial rocks. This
discovery shows (i) the chemical elements of which the earth is composed did not originate in supernova nucleosynthetic reactions and (ii)
the primordial earth formed very rapidly rather than being the product
of slow evolutionary change over geological time. These results, plus
the failure of big bang’s spacetime expansion hypothesis, point to the
need of a new model of the cosmos.

Previous papers in this series have detailed several lines of experimental evidence which contradict big bang’s fundamental spacetime expansion
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and Cosmological Principle postulates and which moreover show that the
expansion hypothesis has always involved huge nonconservation-of-energy
losses. We now turn attention to another cornerstone of big-bang cosmology: namely, its apparently successful prediction of light element abundances. Here we discuss two observations, one astrophysical and the other
nuclear geophysical, both of which contradict big bang’s prediction of H and
He primordial nucleogenesis as well as its supernova nucleosynthesis scenario
for the origin of heavier chemical elements. The astrophysical observation
is treated ﬁrst.
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The Absence Of Population III Stars Contradicts Big
Bang’s Light Element Nucleosynthesis Postulate

An unequivocal consequence of big bang’s primordial, light-element nucleosynthesis postulate is that the ﬁrst generation stars — also known as Population III stars — were composed almost solely of H and He, without the
heavier elements that big-bang theory claims originated in much later supernovae events. The problem is that after many decades of careful searching,
no star has yet been deﬁnitely identiﬁed as being a Pop III star [1,2]. If the
big-bang scenario were correct, then vast numbers of Pop III stars should
been identiﬁed long ago. Clearly, the failure to ﬁnd them eﬀectively contradicts an unequivocal prediction of its primordial nucleosynthesis postulate.
Moreover, the absence of Pop III stars also raises an important question
about the origin of relatively metal-rich Population I stars and metal-poor
Population II stars. Conventional wisdom assumes the heavy element content of these stars originated in Pop III supernovae nucleosynthesis, and
hence Pop I and Pop II stars must have somehow formed from the accumulated debris of many such events. But if the expected vast number of
Pop III stars do not exist, it is obvious that conventional wisdom about the
origin of Pop I and Pop II stars must be wrong.
In particular, while it is certainly true that higher-Z elements are synthesized in supernovae, what has been completely overlooked are the results
which show it is impossible that debris from such events could, on the basis
of big-bang theory, ever reaccumulate to form a single star with signiﬁcant amounts of these chemical elements. Speciﬁcally, Part 3 of this series
has already dealt with this topic at some length. There it was shown that
if expansion had worked to produce the present separation of galaxies, it
should have also worked to produce expansion within galaxies and, moreover, to have worked in particular against accumulation and condensation of
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gaseous clouds to form stars. Thus, realistically speaking, it is impossible to
accept the idea that what are classiﬁed as Pop I or Pop II stars ever formed
according to conventional theory. We now turn attention to the nuclear
geophysical results which conﬁrm this fact.
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The Occurrence Of Fossil Evidence Of Short Half-Life Extinct Natural Radioactivity Disproves Big Bang’s Nucleosynthesis Scenario

By way of introduction to this topic, reference is made to Silk’s discussion [3]
of certain isotopic anomalies in meteorites, anomalies which are interpreted
as presenting constraints on the elapsed time from supernovae nucleosynthesis to the formation of the meteorites which contain them. The anomalies
are found in small embedded regions, or inclusions, where the composition
diﬀers signiﬁcantly from the surrounding meteoritic material. The ratios
of certain isotopes in the inclusions diﬀer markedly from terrestrial ratios.
A key result has been the discovery of trace amounts of a rare isotope of
magnesium, 26 Mg, in aluminum-rich inclusions. While this isotope does not
occur naturally, it is found that the greater the aluminum enrichment, the
more 26 Mg is found in these meteoritic inclusions. This isotope is the decay
product of 26 Al, which has a half-life of about a million years.
Conventional wisdom is that 26 Al was produced in a nearby supernova
event according to the big bang’s hypothesis of the origin of the heavier
elements and that it was then incorporated into the meteorite before decaying away. Thus it has been concluded that 26 Al ﬁts the deﬁnition of what
is known as extinct natural radioactivity, which is any type of radioactivity that formed during nucleosynthesis with a half-life long enough to span
the interval from nucleosynthesis to either the formation of meteorites or
Earth’s primeval rocks. The ﬁnding of fossil evidence of 26 Mg decay doesn’t
challenge big bang’s nucleosynthesis scenario because conventional wisdom
is that meteorites could somehow have formed soon enough after nucleosynthesis to incorporate the million-year half-life 26 Al prior to its decay.
On the other hand, if fossil evidence of very much shorter half-life extinct
natural radioactivity were discovered in meteorites or Earth’s primeval rocks,
such discovery very deﬁnitely would contradict both big bang’s H and He
nucleogenesis scenario as well as its heavy element nucleosynthesis scenario
and in essence falsify the entire theory.
Quite surprisingly, although it has thus far received little attention, the
discovery of this type of fossil radioactivity in Earth’s primeval rocks has
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been repeatedly published in well-known scientiﬁc journals for over three
decades without being refuted in the established literature [4,5]. The halflives of the extinct natural radionuclides reported [4,5] are indeed impossible
to reconcile with big bang’s prediction that the Earth formed by slow cooling
over geological time. They show instead that it must have formed rapidly
rather than developing by slow cooling over eons of geological time. Until
now most astrophysicists and cosmologists have apparently been generally
unaware of these results, the full implications of which will be documented in
Part 12 of this series. Also documented is the resistance to the dissemination
of this discovery by various scientists and editors of well-known scientiﬁc
journals.
The discovery of relics of primordial short half-life radioactivity in Earth’s
primeval rocks overturns all of big bang’s nucleosynthesis scenario, just as
disproof of the expansion hypothesis overturns both the conventional interpretation of many astrophysical phenomena, as well as long-held cosmological dogma concerning the origin, age, and development of the cosmos.
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How Disproof Of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and Spacetime Expansion Overturns All Current Views Of The History Of The Cosmos
• Without spacetime expansion the Hubble relation shows the universe
does possess a Center which is near the Galaxy.
• Without spacetime expansion there was no big bang.
• Without the big bang, the beginning of time cannot be traced back to
a spacetime expansion singularity.
• Without the big bang there is no basis for tracing the history of any
star back to its beginning.
• Without the big bang there was no primordial nucleosynthesis of any
chemical elements, hence no ‘ﬁrst generation’ H/He stars, and no possibility of producing any other stars by ‘ﬁrst generation star’ supernovae
nucleosynthesis.
• Disproof of big bang’s nucleosynthesis scenario shows that the heavy
chemical element content of the visible universe did not originate in a
series of distant supernovae events but instead had a diﬀerent origin.
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• Disproof of big bang’s time frame disqualiﬁes all current astrophysical
theories about the origin and age of stars as well as the origin and age
of galaxies.
• Disproof of big bang’s time frame renders invalid all current astrophysical interpretations which picture various star types evolving from one
type to another.
• Disproof of big bang renders invalid all astrophysical theories that
attempt to picture diﬀerent types of galaxies evolving from one type
to another. This implies the array of peculiar galaxies observed by Arp
[6-8] should long ago have been recognized as proof that all current
theories of galaxy formation are fatally ﬂawed.
• Disproof of big bang completely erases the scientiﬁc basis for tracing
Earth’s origin back to a primordial molten blob that spun oﬀ the sun.
• Proof of fossil relics of short half-life primordial natural radioactivity
in Earth’s primordial rocks proves the Earth was the product of a
rapid creation event.
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Transition To A Radically New View Of The Cosmos

In 1992 worldwide media attention focused on the COBE results as apparent
proof that the 2.7K CBR should be identiﬁed with highly redshifted relic
radiation from big bang’s ﬁreball at time of decoupling [9(a)]. In his 1994
book Smoot recounts his ﬁrst press conference about the COBE results, an
occasion which he began by stating [9(b)]:
“We had observed the oldest and largest structures ever seen in
the early universe. These were the primordial seeds of modernday structures such as galaxies, clusters of galaxies, and so on.
Not only that, but they represented huge ripples in the fabric of
space-time left from the creation period.”
Upon being pressed by the media to give more insight into the ultimate
meaning of his team’s discovery, Smoot further recounts that the one comparison that caught more media attention than any other was [9(b)], “If
you’re religious, it’s like seeing God.” He then reﬂects that, “The big bang
is a cultural icon, a scientiﬁc explanation of the creation,” and that through
his discovery, “Our faith in the big bang is revitalized ...”. The wrinkles in
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the CBR are still there, but this series of papers has shown that faith in the
big bang was misplaced. Treﬁl has noted that in times past a certain astronomical assumption gained such a degree of credibility that it was considered
beyond question until an accumulation of new data forced the unthinkable
[10]. That time has now come for the big bang. We can no longer look back
to the distant past where, for no reason, something sprang from nothing to
eventually produce the order of the cosmos. Modern cosmology’s dominant
theory is fatally ﬂawed; it logically follows there must exist a new paradigm,
or model, based on better principles. And because those principles are so
diﬀerent from the those of the big bang, it is clear that the new paradigm,
or model, will be radically diﬀerent to the point of representing a quantum
shift in our perception of the universe.
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Anticipation Of A Quantum Paradigm Shift

The 1930s saw a paradigm shift away from the unchanging universe of Herschel and other early astronomers to the Friedmann-Lemaitre expanding
spacetime paradigm. In 1990 Ellis reviewed this shift, and then, as the
following quote shows, got into the question of whether the shift to the expanding spacetime paradigm was the last to be expected [11], which was
followed by a brief exchange with Hoyle:
“ ... Today’s dominant view is not necessarily correct, and indeed
there almost certainly is some new view waiting to be recognized;
the precursors of that new view are probably already with us. On
the other hand just because a new paradigm arises does not mean
it is correct! The major message is that working scientists need
to be aware of the pressures to conform, and the strength of the
‘bandwagon’ eﬀect. There is a constant need to question and test
the currently accepted foundations of cosmology and cosmological
models.” [Ellis, ref.11, p.108]
Discussion
Hoyle:
“A question and a comment. The comment is that you have
shown how strong conformist pressures can be, interestingly enough
even when the greatest scientists are involved. What happens is
that observations gradually pile up against populist views. Then
there is a kind of quantum transition to a new view — usually
6

the view that accommodates the new observations with the minimum of change in theory. My question now: do you think the
last quantum transition has now happened? If not then there are
interesting implications!” [ref. 11, p.112]
Ellis:
Almost certainly we have not seen the last such transition. [ref.
11, p.112]
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The Transition To A New Model Of The Cosmos — “It
is almost irresistible for humans to believe that we have
some special relation to the universe ... ”

Clearly, even though Ellis is open to the possibility of a transition to a new
paradigm, he also cautions that just because one arises does not mean it
is correct. The ﬁrst hurdle that it must pass is of course the experimental
veriﬁcation of its fundamental postulates. Parts 7-9 have dealt with the
veriﬁcation of GENESIS’ cosmic postulates, and this paper and the next two
deal with the topic of its geologic and biological postulates. It now seems
rather obvious that several fundamental errors were unwittingly made in
attempting to formulate the correct foundational postulates for the origin
and history of the cosmos. Just as obviously, our understanding of the
cosmos will not make sense until we discover the correct postulates. One
of the outstanding diﬀerences in the big bang and GENESIS is that the
former denied that the action of God was needed to bring the cosmos to
its present state. The disproof of big-bang cosmology eﬀectively disproves
that approach in answering the question of cosmic origins. The results of
this series of papers suggest a transition in our perception of the cosmos
may have already begun here at the beginning of the new millennium. Even
though it is only now emerging, it seems the seeds of this transition were
sown decades ago.
For example, it is now apparent that in 1977 Weinberg pinpointed modern cosmology’s dilemma when he remarked [12], “It is almost irresistible
for humans to believe that we have some special relation to the universe, that
human life is not just a more-or-less farcical outcome of a chain of accidents
reaching back to the ﬁrst three minutes, but that we were somehow built in
from the beginning.” Then, after reﬂecting that the vastness and beauty of
the Wyoming landscape he was observing from his airplane seat at 33,000
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feet was “... just a tiny part of an overwhelmingly hostile universe,” he continues this theme, saying, “ ... It is even harder to realize that this present
universe has evolved from an unspeakably unfamiliar early condition, and
faces a future extinction of endless cold or intolerable heat.”
In contrasting the attraction of a purposeful existence with the unspeakable bleakness of big bang’s ﬁnality, Weinberg implicitly focuses attention
on an issue of truly epic proportions when he refers to humanity’s innate
tendency to believe we have some special relation to the universe, that we
were “somehow built in from the beginning.” This is, of course, something
that modern cosmology has long denied. In essence Weinberg has identiﬁed
the key that unlocks the mystery of how and why modern cosmology went
awry in selecting its cornerstone postulates.
Copernicus revolutionized astronomy when he discovered the Earth revolved around the sun. But neither he nor Galileo, who suﬀered persecution from the Church for upholding Copernicus’ discovery, disproved the
existence of a nearby universal Center. Nevertheless the reaction to these
events spawned the perception that science, not GENESIS, was the new
truth. And, as presumed arbiters of ultimate truth, modern cosmologists
became masters of their own destiny. They wrote their own ticket for the
origin and development of a cosmos that excluded biblical GENESIS and
a universal Center, and in so doing erected an almost impenetrable antiscience, psychological barrier against the astronomical proofs that humans
do occupy a very special place in the cosmos. So great has been the power
of this bandwagon eﬀect that Ellis spoke of [11] that only now, after many
decades, has it ﬁnally been surmounted.
Without due cause, modern cosmology a priori rejected the Creator’s
claim of exercising supranatural power in calling the visible universe — with
all its mature and exotic diversities — into existence on literal Day 4 of the
Genesis creation week.
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The Emergence and Purpose of Biblical GENESIS

Weinberg’s perception that humans have an almost irresistible tendency to
believe they have some special relation to the universe, somehow built in
from the beginning [12], is echoed in Disney’s recent critique of modern
cosmology [13]: “... we would all love to know the fate of the universe, just
as we’d love to know if God exists.” Surely a God who created the universe
as biblical GENESIS describes likewise intends for this to be understood by
all intelligent beings capable of rational thinking. But for this to occur it
follows that the Creator must have placed unambiguous signatures of His
8

creatorship throughout the cosmos, signatures that can be recognized by
comparing GENESIS’ speciﬁcations and postulates with observations.
The earlier papers in this series have shown why the New Redshift Interpretation has been adopted as GENESIS’ astrophysical framework. And
among the properties of this framework that serve to distinguish it from
the big bang, none is more deﬁnitive, or more easily understood, than the
smoking gun signatures in Parts 7 and 9 which prove that the universe does
possess a Center near the Galaxy, and that the 2.7K CBR does function
as an absolute reference frame for the universe [14]. Indeed, a key element
in developing this new model of the cosmos holds to the premise that the
Galaxy’s nearness to the Center of the universe is not a cosmic accident, but
instead suggests that Earth itself may hold the key from which not only its
own origin and history can be deciphered, but also that of the vast cosmos
of which the Earth is an integral part. Biblical GENESIS conﬁrms the primacy of Earth’s creation in that the record states it occurred on literal Day
1 of creation week whereas the rest of the visible universe, with all its vast,
exotic diversity, was subsequently called into existence on literal Day 4 [15].
Reference has already been made to the discovery in Earth’s primeval
rocks of fossil evidence of radionuclides which have very short half-lives.
These radionuclides have been identiﬁed with primordial radioactivity, with
the implication that the primordial Earth formed very rapidly [4-5], consistent with it being called into existence as per the GENESIS records [15].
Deciphering the implications of this radioactivity relative to Earth’s origin
and history is a scientiﬁc endeavor that has long been in progress [4-5].
Previously, however, it was not clear just how these results could be reconciled with the conventional view of the origin and history of the cosmos
because of their conﬂict with big bang’s prediction of an Earth that formed
by eons-long slow cooling. The demise of big bang cosmology, and discovery
of the NRI’s ability to act as GENESIS’ astrophysical framework for the
universe has changed all that. In Part 12 we show how the discovery of
traces of short half-life primordial radioactivity [4,5] and the emergence of
GENESIS combine to form a ﬁrm, uniﬁed scientiﬁc foundation for a significant shift in our perception of the cosmos. In Part 11 we ﬁrst reexamine
the foundations of modern biology and geology [16].
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